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Wool and silk were dissolved and used for the preparation of blended films. Two systems are proposed: (1) blend films of silk fibroin and keratin aqueous solutions and (2) silk fibroin and keratin dissolved in formic acid. The FTIR spectra of pure films cast from aqueous solutions indicated that the keratin secondary structure mainly consists of α-helix and random coil conformations. The IR spectrum of pure SF is characteristic of films with prevalently amorphous structure (random coil conformation). Pure keratin film cast from formic acid shows an increase in the amount of β-sheet and disordered keratin structures. The FTIR pattern of SF dissolved in formic acid is characteristic of films with prevalently β-sheet conformations with β-sheet crystallites embedded in an amorphous matrix. The thermal behavior of the blends confirmed the FTIR results. DSC curve of pure SF is typical of amorphous SF and the curve of pure keratin show the characteristic melting peak of α-helices for the aqueous system. These patterns are no longer observed in the films cast from formic acid due to the ability of formic acid to induce crystallization of SF and to increase the amount of β-sheet structures on keratin. The nonlinear trend of the different parameters obtained from FTIR analysis and DSC curves of both SF/keratin systems indicate that when proteins are mixed they do not follow additives rules but are able to establish intermolecular interactions. Degradable polymeric biomaterials are preferred candidates for medical applications. It was investigated the degradation behavior of both SF/keratin systems by in vitro enzymatic incubation with trypsin. The SF/keratin films cast from water underwent a slower biological degradation than the films cast from formic acid. The weight loss obtained is a function of the amount of keratin in the blend. This study encourages the further investigation of the type of matrices presented here to be applied whether in scaffolds for tissue engineering or as controlled release drug delivery vehicles.

1. Introduction

Keratin is the major structural fibrous protein providing outer covering such as hair, wool, feathers, nails, and horns of mammals, reptiles, and birds. At the molecular level, the most distinctive feature is the high concentration in cysteine residue (7–20 number % of the total amino acid residues). These cysteine residues are oxidized to give inter- and intramolecular disulfide bonds, which decide about mechanical, thermal, and chemical properties of wool fibers. Wool keratins are a family of proteins that can be roughly classified into two groups: the intermediate filament proteins (IFPs) and the matrix proteins.

The most abundant are the fibrous, low-sulfur keratins that are part of the IFPs. They have a α-helical tertiary structure and have an average molar mass in the range of 40–60 kDa. The matrix proteins have a high content in either cysteine or glycine and tyrosine residues. The ones with high cysteine content are referred to as the high-sulfur proteins (HSPs) and have a molecular weight in the range of 11–26 kDa. Those high in glycine and tyrosine residues are referred to as high-glycine/tyrosine proteins (HGTPs) and have a molecular weight between 6 and 9 kDa. The matrix proteins are thought to surround the IFPs and interact with them through intermolecular disulfide bonds.

The keratin macromolecule in wool fiber takes the following conformations: helical (α-keratin), rectal (β-keratin), and undefined. The α-helix conformation is characteristic for wool fiber in its native state, that is, the fiber that is not stretched along its axis. During stretching, the α-helix declines and β-keratin appears. It is an unstable conformation, and when the stretching force disappears, the conformation of keratin reverts to α-helical.

Extraction of keratins from wool has been conducted in various ways, but all of them involve the presence of reducing or denaturant agents to break disulfide bonds. Regenerated keratin from wool is then dissolved in proper solvents before processing into other applications. Although regenerated keratin has been used for many applications, this material presents poor mechanical strength so that the use of cross-linking agents and blending with structural fibrous polymers is often necessary to improve its processing and final mechanical properties. Regenerated keratin blended with silk fibroin has already been reported, and formic acid represents an ideal medium for this polymer blend because while wool is partially soluble in formic acid, regenerated keratin and silk fibroin are readily soluble.

Silk from silkworms and orb-weaving spiders represent a unique family of structural proteins that are biocompatible, degradable, mechanically superior, offer a wide range of properties such as environmental stability, controlled proteolytic biodegradability, morphologic flexibility, and can be chemically modified to suit a wide range of biomedical applications.

The silk fibers from silkworm Bombyx mori consist of two proteins: a light chain (≈25 kDa) and a heavy chain (≈390 kDa), which are present in a 1:1 ratio and linked by a single disulfide bond. These proteins are coated with a family of hydrophilic proteins called sericins (20–310 kDa), and
25–30% of a silk cocoon’s mass is sericin that is removed during the degumming process.

The amino acid composition of silk fibroin from *B. mori* consists primarily of glycine, alanine, and serine amino acids in the molar ratio of 3:2:1 which forms typical $-\text{gly} - \text{ala} - \text{gly} -$ repeating motifs. In the fiber, fibroin chains are aligned along the fiber axis held together by a close network of interchain hydrogen bonds with adjacent $-\text{gly} - \text{ala} - \text{gly} -$ sequences forming the well-known $\beta$-sheets crystals. Both keratin and fibroin are excellent biopolymers with outstanding properties that make them extremely valuable in biomedical field. Keratin films prepared from reduced keratin are biodegradable in vivo and in vitro, supporting cell adhesion and proliferation. Silk fibroin films that are easily prepared by casting aqueous silk proteins solutions at room temperature are highly attractive for their discrete permeability to oxygen and water vapor. Silk fibroin has also been used for the preparation of polymer–hydroxyapatite composites for bone regeneration,

In the present work, blend films of silk fibroin from *B. mori* and regenerated keratin from merino wool were prepared by water and formic acid casting and characterized in the solid state by FT-IR spectroscopy, DSC thermal analysis, and tensile measurements. The corresponding solutions were characterized by amino acid analysis and SDS-PAGE electrophoresis.

## 2. Materials and Methods

### 2.1. Preparation of Stock Solutions
Silk fibroin, SF, 1% (w/v) (SF1) was prepared by dissolving 1 g of degummed silk fibers into 10 mL of saturated aqueous LiBr (catalogue no. P5147, Sigma, MO) at 60 °C for 3 h. The solution was then diluted by adding 90 mL of deionized water, filtered, and dialyzed against distilled water until complete removal of salt, using cellulose tubing (molecular-weight cutoff of 12000–14000 Da). A similar solution was prepared in the same manner that was then freeze-dried (SF2). Keratin 1% (w/v) (K1) solution was prepared by immersing 1 g of delipidized wool in 10 mL of a solution containing 8 M urea (catalogue no. U5378, Sigma, Spain), 0.2 M SDS (catalogue no. L4390, Sigma, Spain) and 0.5 M Na$_2$SO$_4$ (catalogue no. 31448, Sigma, Spain). The mixture was heated to 100 °C for 30 min. The solution was then diluted with 90 mL of distilled water, filtered, and dialyzed against distilled water using cellulose tubing (molecular-weight cutoff of 12000–14000 Da).

Delipidized wool (1 g) was dissolved in 25 mL of a solution containing 0.1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9.0, 8 M urea and 0.1 M DTT (catalogue no. D9779, Sigma, Spain) at 50 °C for 24 h in a shaker bath. The solution was filtered and dialyzed against distilled water using cellulose tubing (molecular-weight cutoff of 12000–14000 Da). After dialysis the solution was freeze-dried (K2).

### 2.2. Preparation of Blended Films
Keratin (K1) and silk fibroin (SF1) solutions (10 mL of final volume) were blended in the ratios of 80:20, 60:40, and 40:60 of SF1/K1. The blends were cast in plastic Petri dishes with a circular area of about 40 cm$^2$ and dried at room temperature. The controls are 100% SF1 and 100% K1. Freeze-dried keratin (K2) and silk fibroin (SF2) were dissolved in formic acid to prepare 1% (w/v) solutions. The solutions were blended in the ratios of 75/25, 50/50, and 25/75 of SF2/K2. The blends were cast in plastic Petri dishes with a circular area of about 40 cm$^2$ and dried at room temperature. The controls are 100% SF2 and 100% K2. The resulting films were 0.03 mm in average thickness.

### 2.3. Amino Acid Analysis
The amino acid composition of keratin and silk fibroin samples was determined after acid hydrolysis with 6 N HCl at 105 °C for 24 h under vacuum. Free amino acids analyzed by HPLC according to the AccQ-Tag method (Waters). The eluate was detected at 254 nm. Samples were analyzed in duplicate (error: ±2%). The amino acid composition of keratin, expressed as mol % for each amino acid, was determined by external standard calibration (Amino Acid Standard H, Pierce).

### 2.4. SDS-PAGE
SDS-PAGE was carried out using the Mini-PROTEAN 3 Cell system from Bio-Rad. The resolving gels (15% acrylamide of about 0.75 mm thickness) were run at a constant voltage (170 V) and prepared according to the method described by Laemmli. Proteins were visualized by Coomassie Brilliant blue G 250 staining using phosphorylase-b (97 kDa), albumin (66 kDa), ovalbumin (45 kDa), carbonic anhydrase (30 kDa), trypsin inhibitor (20.1 kDa) and $\alpha$-lactalbumin (14.4 kDa) for calibration.

### 2.5. FT-IR Spectroscopy
FT-IR spectra of controls and blended SF1/K1 and SF2/K2 films were measured with a Nicolet FT-IR Nexus spectrometer (Thermo Scientific) equipped with a ZnSe ATR cell (model Smart Performer). The analysis was performed in triplicate.

### 2.6. Thermal Analysis
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurements were performed with a DSC-30 instrument (Mettler Toledo) from room temperature to 120 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min and kept at 120 °C for 10 min to induce dehydration of samples. The temperature was lowered to room temperature and increased to 500 °C at a heating rate of 10 °C/min. Sample weight was 2–3 mg. The open aluminum cell was swept with N$_2$ during the analysis.

### 2.7. Mechanical Properties
Mechanical properties of a film strip with 1 cm width were measured using an Instron dynamometer model 5500 with a 30 mm gauge length at a crossbar rate of 15 mm/min, corresponding to a strain rate of 1.0 × 10$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$. The analysis was performed in triplicate.

### 2.8. In Vitro Degradation
Protein matrices were incubated at 37 °C in 6 mL of a solution containing 0.5 mg/mL of trypsin (from porcine pancreas, catalogue no. T7409, Sigma, Spain) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) or in PBS as a control. Before incubation with trypsin, SF1/K1 films were treated with 90% (v/v) of methanol (catalogue no. 179337, Sigma, Spain) during 1 h at room temperature. The SF2/K2 films were directly used for the degradation studies.

Solutions were changed and collected daily. At designated time points, samples were washed thoroughly with distilled water, dried in a desiccator, and weighed to estimate the extent of degradation.

## 3. Results and Discussion

### 3.1. Amino Acid and SDS-PAGE Results
The protein solutions of wool keratin and silk fibroin were characterized by amino acid analysis and SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. Amino acid analysis on Table 1 indicated that the cysteine residues

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amino Acid</th>
<th>Silk Fibroin (mol %)</th>
<th>Keratin (mol %)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>-1.67</td>
<td>5.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ser</td>
<td>11.48</td>
<td>10.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glu</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>10.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gly</td>
<td>43.68</td>
<td>11.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arg</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>5.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thr</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ala</td>
<td>29.34</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>7.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cys</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>9.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>6.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Val</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>5.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Met</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ile</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>3.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leu</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>8.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phe</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
occupied 8–9 mol % of the total amino acid residues of the reduced keratin as already described before.\textsuperscript{50,51} The amino acid composition of SF is characterized by a high content of Gly, Ala, and Ser, which total about 85 mol %, Tyr accounts for 5.3 mol %, and acidic and basic amino acids total about 3.0 and 1.1 mol %, respectively. This characteristic amino acidic pattern results from the contribution of two polypeptides, i.e., the heavy and light chains. The heavy chain represents about 90% of the total weight of silk fibroin and predominates with its characteristic (Gly–Ala)$_n$– rich sequences\textsuperscript{33} over the more heterogeneous primary structure of the light chain.\textsuperscript{35}

The electrophoretic pattern of wool keratin (Figure 1) shows the main two groups of keratin associated proteins, the intermediate filament proteins (IFPs), and the matrix proteins. It can be observed (Figure 1a) two high-molecular-weight bands (60–45 kDa) attributed to the low-sulfur IFPs that are mainly $\alpha$-helical, and several low-molecular-weight bands attributed to the high-sulfur (HSPs) (20–10 kDa) and high-glycine/tyrosine (HGTPs) (6–9 kDa) proteins of the matrix.\textsuperscript{3}

Regenerated aqueous SF solution (Figure 1b) shows a broad dull band from 200–30 kDa and a very weak band at approximately 25 kDa.\textsuperscript{52} The former band might result from the degradation products of the heavy chains (350 kDa) of raw silk protein formed by degumming and dissolution in a solvent system, and the latter band at 25 kDa corresponds to the light chain of raw silk protein.\textsuperscript{53}

Keratin was extracted from wool by sulfitolysis.\textsuperscript{54,55} During this process, cysteine disulphide bonds are cleaved by sulfitolysis to give cysteine thiol (reduced keratin) and Bunte salts residues.\textsuperscript{56} This method gives a keratin extraction yield about 30% of the total protein content of the original wool.\textsuperscript{57}

Keratin extracted by the system using DTT as the reducing agent gives a protein extraction yield of approximately 80%.\textsuperscript{58} However, the solution obtained by this method became partially insoluble after dialysis. This is due to the fact that the high-sulfur proteins responsible for the reoxidation of the SH groups into disulphide bridges are insoluble. The SDS-PAGE gel shows that the HSPs (20–10 kDa) remains in the insoluble fraction of the solution. In the protein solution obtained by sulfitolysis, this fact is not observed because these type of proteins are not extracted by this method (data not shown). In terms of processing, this fact is an advantage because the solution is ready for film preparation but the films obtained have low mechanical strength when compared with the films obtained by formic acid casting (Table 3).

### 3.2. Mechanical Properties Results

The load/elongation curves of pure SF1 films (data not shown) do not show any yield point. The load increases almost linearly until a plateau, then the film brakes or continues elongating (failure is not sharp). These SF1 films are prevalently amorphous. The tensile behavior can be due to the presence of amorphous domains that display a plastic behavior. Addition of keratin (K1) to SF1 makes films weaker. The average values of stress are about half of those of pure SF1 films when 40% of K1 is present. Elasticity increases slightly at small keratin content (Table 2).

SF films cast from formic acid (SF2) display average stress values similar to water cast films, but failure is much sharper. This can be attributed to the more crystalline character of these films. The SF2/K2 films obtained with formic acid display better tensile properties than those obtained in water. At 50% of K2, the tensile behavior is typical of brittle films, and the failure is sharp. At lower K2 content (25%), failure can be sharp or plastic. It is important to note that the stress values are quite high, similar to those of pure SF2 films (Table 3).

### 3.3. FT-IR Results

Infrared absorption spectra of blended films of silk fibroin (SF1 and SF2) and keratin (K1 and K2) show characteristic absorption bands assigned to the peptide bonds (–CONH–) that originate bands known as amide I, amide II, and amide III.

Amide I is useful for the analysis of the secondary structure of the proteins and is mainly related with the C=O stretching, and it occurs in the range of 1700–1600 cm$^{-1}$. Amide II, which falls in 1540–1520 cm$^{-1}$ range, is related with the N–H bending and C–H stretching vibration. Amide III occurs in the range of 1220–1300 cm$^{-1}$, and it results from in phase combination of C–N stretching and C=O bending vibration.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, the positions of these bands indicate the conformations of the protein materials: 1650 cm$^{-1}$ (random coil) and 1630 cm$^{-1}$ ($\beta$-sheet) for amide I, 1540 cm$^{-1}$ (random coil) and 1520 cm$^{-1}$ ($\beta$-sheet) for amide II, and 1230 cm$^{-1}$ (random coil) and 1270 cm$^{-1}$ ($\beta$-sheet) for amide III.\textsuperscript{60–62}

The keratin (K1) spectra (Figure 2) shows a peak at 1641 cm$^{-1}$ with a shoulder at about 1620 cm$^{-1}$ for amide I, 1533 cm$^{-1}$ amide II, and 1225 cm$^{-1}$ for amide III. The peaks at 1203 and 1024 cm$^{-1}$ are related, respectively, to the asymmetric and symmetric S–O stretching vibrations of the Bunte salts residues\textsuperscript{63} that are no longer observed in the spectra of K2 (Figure 4). The absorption value of the amide I band of pure K1 film indicates that the secondary structure of K1 mainly consist of $\alpha$-helix and random coil conformation. The IR spectra of SF showed a peak at 1639 cm$^{-1}$ for amide I, 1518 cm$^{-1}$ with a strong shoulder at about 1535 cm$^{-1}$ for amide II, and 1236 cm$^{-1}$ for amide III. This FT-IR pattern is characteristic of SF films with prevalently amorphous structure (random coil/silk I
The half-peak width of amide I of K1 is larger than that of SF1, which might reflect a more heterogeneous molecular conformation. Wool treatment with formic acid increases the amount of $\beta$-sheet and disordered keratin structures, as it can be seen by the appearance of band peaks at the 1697–1670 cm$^{-1}$ range in keratin dissolved in formic acid (K2, Figure 4). Amide I at 1643 cm$^{-1}$ with a strong shoulder at around 1620 cm$^{-1}$, amide II at 1539 cm$^{-1}$ with a shoulder at about 1529 cm$^{-1}$, and amide III at 1238 cm$^{-1}$. The higher wavenumber of amide I can be explained by the protein extraction procedure suggesting again the presence of $\alpha$-helix structure. Nevertheless, the decrease in the peak area of the amide I band in K2 spectra with respect to the same band in K1 spectra indicates that formic acid destabilized the $\alpha$-helix conformation and stabilizes the supramolecular $\beta$-sheet structure of keratin. This occurs because formic acid has a higher polarity than water and forms strong interactions with the polar side chains groups of keratin. As a consequence, the molecular chains became closer and this organization can promote crystallization in $\beta$-sheet structure.

The FTIR pattern of SF2 dissolved in formic acid is different from the one in water and characteristic of SF film with prevalently $\beta$-sheet conformation, with $\beta$-sheet crystallites embedded in an amorphous matrix. Half-peak width of amide I and II of K2 are larger than those of SF2, suggesting a more heterogeneous molecular conformation as it was observed for aqueous solutions.

It can be observed (Figures 3 and 5) that the position, shape, and intensity of amide bands show a transition from an SF-like to a K-like spectral pattern, for both SF/K systems, with the increase of keratin present in the film. The plot of the intensity ratio between the amide II (Figure 6) bands fit a second-order polynomial curve, suggesting that SF and keratin do not follow additive rules when mixed. This might be indicating of intermolecular interactions, more likely hydrogen bonding, between SF and keratin.

3.4. DSC Results. The DSC curve of SF1 (Figure 7) exhibits an endothermic shift at 178 °C that corresponds to the glass-transition temperature ($T_g$) of SF, an exothermic peak at 226 °C (broad and weak) related to crystallization via conformational transition to $\beta$-sheet structure of amorphous SF chains, and an
intense bimodal endotherm at 274 °C (main peak) and 296 °C assigned to the melting/decomposition of SF chains. The exothermic peak at 226 °C can be diminished by treatment with polar solvents that was afterward observed (Figure 8). The thermal behavior is typical of a prevalently amorphous SF film with nonoriented SF chains. Weakness of the crystallization peak at 226 °C and presence of a high-temperature peak of thermal degradation at 296 °C suggest the presence of aggregated SF domains embedded in a prevalently amorphous matrix, as suggested by FTIR results.

The DSC curve of keratin (K1) (Figure 7) shows an endothermic peak at 224 °C related to the melting of α-helices of the intermediate filaments proteins and an endotherm peaking at 277 °C that corresponds to the melting/degradation of keratin associated proteins (KAPs) that comprise the high-sulfur (highly cross-linked) keratins of the intermacrofibrillar matrix.

The glass-transition temperature of SF1, $T_g$, shifts to higher temperature following addition of keratin. At higher keratin content (> 60%), $T_g$ is no more detectable. The melting peak of keratin α-helix at 224 °C remains almost unchanged; the value of $\Delta H$ (peak intensity) sharply decreases by addition of SF1. When 80% of SF1 is present in the blend, the melting peak of keratin is hardly detectable. The melting/decomposition endotherm of SF1 at 274 °C shows a marked low temperature broadening (the peak shifts downward of about 10 °C, from 274 °C to about 264 °C). It is still detectable in the 60% keratin blend as a low-temperature shoulder of the main keratin degradation endotherm. When silk fibroin (SF2) and keratin (K2) were dissolved in formic acid (Figure 8), the DSC pattern of both components changed. The glass-transition temperature and the exothermic peak of β-sheet crystallization are no more detectable because formic acid is able to induce a partial crystallization to β-sheet structures of SF chains during drying. The melting/decomposition endotherm of partially crystallized/nonoriented SF chains occurs at 278 °C with a high-temperature shoulder.

The DSC curve of keratin dissolved in formic acid (K2) is characterized by three main endothermic events at 204 °C (weak and broad), 244 °C, and the most intense at 295 °C. The transition at low temperature (204 °C) is hardly attributable and could be related to small molecular weight keratin fractions with low thermal stability. The thermal transitions peaking at 244 and 295 °C can be attributed to melting and melting/decomposition of keratin fractions with intermediate and high thermal stability, which is probably related to the different extent of cross-linking of the various keratin fractions. The characteristic α-helix melting peak of keratin is lost upon formic acid casting as already observed elsewhere. This suggests that the α-crystallites formed by keratin/formic acid systems are thermally less stable. Furthermore, the peak area decrease (Figure 8) is a support of the lesser α-helix content in the K2 films. In the blends, the melting/decomposition endotherm of SF2 at 278 °C shifts to lower temperature with the increase of keratin present in the film. The energy associated with melting/decomposition of pure SF, pure keratin, and SF2/K2 blends was calculated by integrating the endothermic peaks in the range 200–350 °C (Figure 9). Values were expressed as $\Delta H$ (J/g). The energy associated with thermal degradation of SF2 is higher than that required by K2 (influence of the different chemical and physical structure). The plot of $\Delta H$ vs the composition of the blend does not follow a linear trend. The best fit is given by a second-order polynomial curve.

The nonlinear trend of the different parameters obtained from the DSC curves of both SF/keratin systems indicate that, when the proteins are mixed, the thermal behavior of one component is more or less strongly influenced by the other. This confirm the assumption raised by FTIR results that SF and keratin are able to establish intermolecular interactions, more likely based on hydrogen bonding.

### 3.5. In Vitro Degradation Results

In vitro degradation was observed for protein films of both SF/K systems incubated in...
The IR spectrum of pure SF1 is characteristic of films with a prevalently amorphous structure (random coil conformation). Pure keratin film cast from formic acid (K2) show an increase in the amount of β-sheet and disordered keratin structures. The FTIR pattern of SF2 is characteristic of films with prevalently β-sheet conformation with β-sheet crystallites embedded in an amorphous matrix. In the blends, the position, shape, and intensity of amide bands show a transition from SF-like to K1-like or SF-like to K2-like spectral patterns. The thermal behavior of the blends confirmed the FTIR results. The DSC curve of pure SF is typical of amorphous SF, and the curve of pure K1 shows the characteristic melting peak of α-helices. These patterns were no longer observed in the films cast from formic acid due to the ability of formic acid to induce crystallization of SF and to increase the amount of β-sheet structures on keratin.

The nonlinear trend of the different parameters obtained from FTIR analysis and DSC curves of both systems indicated that wool keratin and silk fibroin are able to establish intermolecular interactions. The properties of the films depend on the nature and strength of these interactions. The SF/K films cast from water underwent a slower biological degradation than the films cast from formic acid. The knowledge of the degradation rates will allow the design of matrices for the release of active compounds. The results presented show that the protein matrices developed are suitable to further biomedical and biotechnological applications.

4. Conclusions

In the present study, an extensive characterization of wool and silk proteins in the film form was presented. Films were made by blending silk fibroin (SF1) and keratin (K1) aqueous solutions and silk fibroin (SF2) and keratin (K2) dissolved in formic acid. The presence of K1 on the blends makes films weaker with a slight increase in elasticity, whereas films obtained from formic acid (SF2/K2) presented better strength results. The FTIR spectra of pure K1 indicates that its structure mainly consists of α-helix and random coil conformations. The IR spectrum of pure SF1 is characteristic of films with
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